A new kind of acoustic liners developed for broadband noise reduction in flow duct applications is considered in this paper. Noise control is achieved by hybrid cells combining absorbent properties of a porous layer and active control. The main purpose is to realize an optimal impedance theoretically determined for a specific flow duct, in order to reach maximal sound attenuations over a wide frequency bandwidth. Passive and active optimization proceedings are carried out separately. This article deals with the complete design process of the hybrid liner passive part. Some experimental comparisons between active and passive functionning of the cells, obtained in our laboratory facility, are presented.
Introduction
Noise is today a crucial factor in the development of new automotive and aircraft vehicles. A general research program SILENCER ("Significantly lower community exposure to aircraft noise", GRD1-2000-25297) has been proposed by the European Industry to design new technologies ensuring a significant reduction of aicraft percieved noise. The design and validation of novel liners for broadband noise control is contemplated in this project. Actually, passive structures afford high frequency noise reduction, while active technologies, even if not yet very employed in industrial applications, are the only solution to control low frequencies. Hybrid solutions, combining both passive and active control seem therefore to be most suited to reach important sound attenuation levels over a large frequency range. * Ph. D. Candidate † Doctor ‡ Assistant Professor
Thus, for almost ten years, we have developed a concept of hybrid absorber taking into account either the passive efficiency of a porous medium and an active control system providing a soft impedance boundary condition at the passive layer rear face. The basic principle of such hybrid passive/active liners is precisely described in reference. 1, 3 The pressure cancellation realized behind a thin high resistive porous material allows to control the surface impedance of the whole system, whether the passive layer characteristics are well chosen. This kind of acoustic treatment is studied to achieve a targeted surface impedance leading to high noise reductions for specific experimental conditions. The design of the hybrid prototype, including the general no flow optimization procedure for our laboratory facility called Matisse and first noise control results have been presented previously in references. [1] [2] [3] The objective is now to optimize the performances of such hybrid treatments for more realistic applications. In this way, passive and active liner component design processes are carried out separately, independently of each other. The complete passive part optimization of the hybrid absorber, i.e. determination and different realization means of the targeted surface impedance, is detailed in this article. For a complete description of the active control system, see the complementary AIAA paper. 5 Finally several passive and active noise control measurements on Matisse flow duct are presented.
Optimization process of the hybrid liner passive layer
Thanks to the interaction between the active control system and the passive layer, the development process of the hybrid absorbent is complex and involves both optimizations of the cell active (actuator and control system) and passive (porous layer char-1 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics acteristics) parts. The global design stages take into account firstly a single cell and after a multiple cell optimization. Finally flow duct experiments have to be realized to verify the reliability of the whole concept. In this study only the passive part optimization process is considered. The active control system development can be carried out independently and is described in a complementary AIAA paper (see reference 5 ). The final objective of the hybrid cell concept is to provide a new absorbent treatment technology to reduce aircraft engine noise. However, the complexity of the nacelle geometry and the engine inlet air flow leads to consider, in a first step, a laboratory set up to define the optimization process and improve the hybrid prototypes. The experimental facility of interest, called Matisse, consists of a square cross section duct with an anechoic termination, see figure  1 . Moreover, the small dimensions of the cross section implies a large plane wave analysis domain until about 2500 Hz. All these conditions allow comparisons between predictions and measurements. The hybrid liner passive part optimization procedure is therefore applied to the Matisse test bench. The parallel design of the active part provides the desired pressure cancellation at the porous layer rear face. An acoustic treatment is generally represented by its surface impedance. The aim of the hybrid concept is to precisely reproduce a predetermined targeted impedance over a wide frequency range. The first stage of the optimization process is therefore the determination of the targeted impedance characteristics for Matisse facility. The second stage consists in defining the best porous layer configuration leading not only to an impedance as close as possible to the desired value, but also to maximal noise attenuations. The last stage is the experimental validation of the hybrid liner in the Matisse flow duct. Transmission and insertion loss measurements are carried out in order to test the efficiency of the hybrid cells compared to conventional passive treatments.
This optimization procedure could be applied to any more complex industrial set up.
Optimal impedance determination for
Matisse facility
The purpose of this section is to provide the targeted surface impedance of the acoustic treatment placed at the duct wall of Matisse test bench. Actually, the targeted impedance represents the optimal values of resistance and reactance leading to the maximal reachable sound attenuation in Matisse facility. The acoustic parameter used to evaluate the noise reduction is the insertion loss defined by the far field power reduction between both configurations without (rigid walled duct) and with absorbent treatment at Matisse duct wall. The optimal impedance values have been determined either considering a no flow, and then a flow duct. Two parallel calculations have been carried out, using Sysnoise (no flow only) and a multimodal expansion, in order to verify the reliability of each obtained result. The reference treatment length used to evaluate the optimal impedance is 160 mm.
Targeted impedance calculations
Firstly the Matisse optimal impedance is estimated only in the no flow configuration. The Sysnoise optimal impedance evaluation has been realized considering the schematical approximation of the Matisse test bench represented on figure 2. The acoustic source has been accurately reproduced and the simulation is two dimensional. Two different duct terminations have been tested for these calculations: an anechoïc termination in the plane wave frequency range (800-2500 Hz) and an open end over the whole frequency domain of interest (800-5000 Hz). The results are presented on figure 3 .
The multimodal expansion developed to obtain the Matisse optimal impedance values, in either no flow and mean flow conditions is based on a general-2 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics ized transfer impedance method proposed by Roure for ducts without flow (see reference 6 ). Figure 4 shows both schematical simulation configurations, respectively without flow and with mean flow. The duct is separated into three independent areas: section I, a rigid walled section upstream the acoustic treatment containing the source, section II, the acoustic treatment section and finally, section III, another rigid walled section downstream the absorbent area with the anechoïc termination. For both rigid walled sections, the eigenfunctions and axial wave numbers are well known. 7 Inside the treatment area, these parameters are deduced from a finite difference approach. To solve the problem two limiting conditions are imposed: a uniform acoustic velocity distribution at the origin and an anechoic ending. Following this method, a new formulation has been developed to describe the sound propagation for a mean flow duct, see figure 4 b). In this formulation, the impedance transfer across the tube takes into account that both axial wave numbers of each duct section and the treatment area eigenfunctions are affected by mean-flow velocity U.
7,8
3.2 Characteristics of the optimal impedance Figure 5 shows the optimal impedance calculated for the Matisse test bench in the frequency range (800-5000 Hz) for the no-flow configuration 6 and for two mean-flow velocities (40 and 50 m/s). These results confirm an important effect previously mentioned 6, 9 : the targeted reactance is always negative and not slightly positive as usually the case when achieving a pressure cancellation behind a wire-mesh. They also reveal that optimal impedance is dependent on flow: the resistance is lower as the mean-flow velocity increases and the reactance is more negative (decreases) at lower velocities. For this mean-flow duct the optimal impedance almost evolves over the frequency bandwidth as predicted for the no-flow case: increasing the resistance and decreasing the reactance as frequency augments. Comparisons between the optimal impedances provided by Sysnoise and modal expansion in the low frequency range (same anechoic termination), see figure 3, allow to verify the reliability of the predicted data. Furthermore, over the whole frequency range until 5000 Hz, the results highlight the dependance of the optimal impedance on the duct termination (open end for Sysnoise, anechoic for modal calculations), especially for the reactance beyond 2500 Hz.
A complementary study has been carried out in order to estimate the sensibility of the optimal impedance either to the length of the acoustic treatment, see figure 6 , and the number of duct walls covered, see figure 7 . The results reveal firstly a non 3 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics negligible dependance to the length of absorbent, essentially in the low frequency range: the resistance decreases with the acoustic treatment surface whereas the reactance seems almost unaffected. Moreover, the corresponding optimal attenuations are strongly modified when the treatment length changes. Secondly, the optimal resistance and the reactance modulus of a two-wall treatment are twice lower than the optimal values for a one walled absorbent of same length. Despite the same covered surface the optimal attenuation of the two walled treatment is greater and especially in the high frequency range beyond the plane wave domain. Comparison of the optimal impedances of a one walled treatment and a two walled treatment of total length 160 mm.
Optimal attenuation sensibility study
A sensibility study of the optimal attenuation to low variations of resistance and reactance around the optimal values has been carried out in order to determine a tolerance domain for the future realization of the targeted impedance. This behavior has been analyzed either without flow (see previous paper
3 ) and with mean flow over the frequency range of concern. 9 show the insertion losses with respect to the resistance and reactance at two frequencies, 800 and 2500 Hz, for a 40 m/s mean-flow. In each case, the maximal attenuation area not only appears very small but outside the optimal zone, the insertion loss modulus decreases strongly until 15 to 20 dB. Therefore, the targeted resistance as well as the reactance have to be realized very precisely whether high attenuation levels are expected. Furthermore, the maximal attenuation area moves to higher resistance and lower reactance values (for multimodal expansion) when frequency increases, as expected on figure 5 .
When focusing around the optimal area, an interesting point can be underlined: more than one optimal attenuation areas may appear when an improved optimization procedure is accomplished. At the lower frequency, 800 Hz, we observe two sound attenuation zones of about 70 dB (see figure 8 ), while figure 9 shows a unique optimal insertion loss area of 50 dB at 2500 Hz. The presence of the two optimal reduction areas could be expected considering the two parameter variations (resistance and reactance) leading to the analysis of a unique factor, the insertion loss. A new sensibility calculation for the no flow case (figure 10), more accurate than previous, 3 also shows two zones of identical Insertion Loss. As several optimal attenuation areas have also came out at other frequencies and mean-flow velocities this phenomenon is only dependent on the optimization proceeding. It provides us the advantage of an enlarged choice for practical implementing the optimal impedance from existing samples.
To conclude this section, the optimal impedance determined for an experimental set up depends on many different parameters like for instance the geometry of the duct (cross section size, termination) and the acoustic treatment distribution on the duct walls (length, one or two walls covered). Moreover the attenuation correponding to the optimal impedance appears very sensitive to slight variations of the resistance and the reactance around the optimal values. Therefore, two essential conditions have to be taken into account with great interest: either the specific configuration (test facility geometry + treatment distribution) has to be defined very accurately, and, the predicted impedance real and imaginary parts have to be as close as possible to the desired values, in order to reach high sound attenuations.
Furthermore, optimal resistance and reactance are frequency dependent, the imaginary part of the targeted impedance being negative over the whole frequency bandwidth. The conventional high resistive layers of active cells, the wire meshes, only allow a control of the resistance, since the reactance of these treatments is slightly positive. The achievement of a negative imaginary part is nevertheless possible whether considering a porous layer of higher thickness and lower resistivity. However, such passive layer characteristics induce too high resistance values. Thus a compromise between resistance and reactance has to be established and new kinds of passive configurations have to be studied.
Theoretical realization of the targeted impedance
Once the targeted impedance for Matisse facility is determined, several ways to realize the desired resistance and reactance values are explored. The first step consists in estimating the characteristics of a fictive porous layer whose surface impedance approaches the optimal value. In a second step, different existing materials are considered with distinct rear face boundary conditions. Finally multi-layered materials are analyzed.
Fictive porous materials
To obtain the optimal characteristic parameters of a fictive porous layer, adjustments of the theoretical Jonhson-Allard's model (see reference 10 ) are realized on the targeted impedance real part, imaginary part and modulus. This analysis has been developed in a previous paper (see reference 3 ) and revealed the difficulty to realize accurately the desired resistance as weel as the reactance. The adjustment on the optimal impedance modulus should however advantage a good prediction of the impedance real part.
Existing porous materials
Two kinds of existing porous materials have been tested in this section: two wire meshes of different resistance, Z 0 and 0.3 Z 0 , Z 0 being the characteristic impedance of air, and high density rockwool samples of distinct thicknesses. These three porous media have been completely characterized by standing wave tube measurements using the identification method described in reference.
11 The results of the parameter identification process for each porous material are summarized in table 1.
Knowing the characteristic parameters of the porous media, their behavior for different boundary conditions can be predicted using the Johnson-Allard's model. Three boundary conditions are considered to approach the Matisse targeted impedance, each one Table 1 : Characteristic parameters of porous media identified through standing wave tube measurements.
corresponding to a specific configuration:
• Rigid wall: acoustic treatment are placed on the rigid walled engine nacelles.
• Air gap: when passive functioning of the hybrid cell, the porous layer is backed by an air cavity.
• Pressure cancellation: active functioning of the hybrid cell.
Only the two last boundary conditions are considered for the two wire meshes. The rigid condition doesn't indeed present any interest thanks the negligble thickness of this kind of materials. In order to verify the reliability of the predicted data, surface impedance measurements are carried out in the standing wave tube under normal incidence until 2500 Hz. The results concerning the first tested wire mesh which resistance is close to the caracteristic impedance of air, WM1, are presented on figure 11. Surface impedances predicted (black curve) and measured (red curve) are drawn versus frequency for the two boundary conditions: 20 mm thick air gap and soft impedance. In both cases the results reveal a good prediction of the resistance, especially for the higher frequencies. Nevertheless the reactances don't reproduce the desired values: for the air cavity boundary condition, the impedance imaginary part, although negative, appears increasing with frequency, whereas the targeted values are decreasing. When the pressure cancellation is achieved at the rear face of the material, the reactance is slightly positive. The predicted and measured impedances of the second wire meshed, WM2, are shown on figure 12. The conclusions observed are exactly the same, except for the resistance which is in better agreement with the targeted values in the lower frequency range, since the resistance of WM2 is three times smaller than WM1 resistance.
Considering the high density rockwool, two samples of different thickness have been analyzed. The predicted surface impedance of a 9 mm thick rockwool sample reveals the possibility to realize the negative decreasing targeted impedance imaginary part over the measurement frequency range until 2500 Hz, for a soft impedance boundary condition. Nevertheless, the resistance appears much too high compared to the desired value. A second sample of thickness 4 mm has also been studied. The predicted and measured surface impedance are plotted versus frequency on figure 13, for the three boundary conditions previously defined. The lower thickness leads to a resistance quite close to the optimal value, par-6 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics ticularly in the higher frequency range. However, the reactance obtained is again slightly positive contrary to the desired data, in case of a pressure cancellation at the rear face of the material. For both passive boundary conditions, the reactance is strongly negative in the low frequencies and increasing with frequency in opposition to the targeted values.
A simple porous material doesn't therefore allow a simultaneous suited realization of the real and imaginary parts of the Matisse optimal impedance. Whether the resistance is well predicted considering high resistivity and thin materials, or the resulting reactance is in good agreement with the targeted values for thick porous materials.
Multilayered passive materials
In this section new kinds of passive layers are under interest. Indeed, the most promising configuration, wire mesh with soft impedance boundary condition, doesn't provide the desired negative reactance. A multilayered porous medium is therefore proposed, simple material + air gap + wire mesh, the air gap being optimized to bring the missing negative imaginary part. Two multilayered configurations are considered in this study, the first one (configuration 1) composed of 4 mm rockwool, an air gap of 17 mm and the wire mesh WM1. The second one (configuration 2) consists of the 4 mm thick rockwool, an air gap of 17 mm and the wire mesh WM2. Both multilayered porous media are simulated and measured in the standing wave tube for the three previously defined boundary conditions. Figure 14 shows for instance the results of configuration 2 with a pressure cancellation at the rear face of the porous layer.
The reactance obtained is negative decreasing over the whole frequency range of concern, and the resistance, even if always a few greater than the desired value, remains however lower than in case of a simple porous material. All the configurations explored in this section highlight the difficulty of defining an ideal porous layer accurately leading to the targeted optimal impedance. However, some results seem very promising and the best porous layer regarding attenuation have now to be selected.
Theoretical achievement of an optimal attenuation
The previous works reveal that the impedance realization process is not a sufficient criterion to choose the most suited porous layer configuration for Matisse facility. Another essential factor has to be taken under consideration: the corresponding sound attenuation for the different studied cases.
Selection of the best compromise
Firstly the insertion losses relative to each previously simulated passive layer have been estimated in order to select the best resistance-reactance compromise, as well as the most efficient configuration over the different frequency ranges of interest: low, intermediate and high. The best results obtained are presented on figure 15 . Insertion losses are plotted versus frequency for the three greater configurations (porous material + boundary condition) until 2500 Hz. In the lower frequency range, the wire mesh WM2 with a soft impedance boundary condition provides indeniably the higher sound attenuation until 1200 Hz. In the intermediate and high
frequency domain, the multilayered configuration 2 backed by both passive boundary conditions, respectively a 20 mm deep air cavity and a rigid wall, leads to the maximal noise reductions beyond 1200 Hz. These results combined to the fictive material adjustment study allow to determine the best achievable impedance compromise: an accurate prediction of the targeted resistance is prefered to a precise reactance, since, in this case, the resulting reactance is quite close to the desired value, even if slightly positive. The wire mesh behavior, especially for the rear face pressure cancellation, is in good agreement with this compromise. Therefore, this kind of material is selected for the hybrid cell passive layer.
However, once the passive layer porous material has been defined, complementary studies concerning the optimal active functioning domain of the hybrid cells and the length of the acoustic treatment in Matisse test bench, have to be developed in order to reach the maximal attenuation levels expected.
Optimal active control frequency range
The basic principle of the hybrid liner combines active (low frequency efficiency) and passive (higher frequency performances) functioning of the acoustic treatment. The purpose of this section is to determine the optimal frequency limit beyond which the passive functioning becomes more interesting than the active one. Thus, insertion loss calculations have been achieved for the two wire meshes WM1 and WM2 with either active and passive rear face conditions. The pressure cancellation boundary condition is compared to several air gaps of different thicknesses. When frequency increases, the soft impedance boundary condition attenuation decreases whereas the noise reduction for the air cavities grows up. As expected a frequency limit can be defined beyond which passive functioning becomes more efficient. The optimal active control frequency range decreases by increasing the cavity depth at the passive layer rear face, when active control is turned off. For instance, considering a 20 mm air gap behind the porous material, the active frequency limit reaches 1800 Hz.
Acoustic treatment characteristics
In this section we consider a reference porous layer composed of one material, for example wire mesh WM1 or WM2, of length 160 mm entirely applied on the upper wall of Matisse test bench. Different configurations are compared to this reference in order to improve the efficiency of the acoustic treatment.
First of all, increasing the lentgh of the liner allows to reach higher noise reduction levels, essentially in the low frequency domain. Secondly, the same length of absorbent treatment is applied on two opposite walls of Matisse duct. In this case, the attenuation of the two walled treatment becomes greater than the single walled liner attenuation for intermediate and high frequencies (until 10 dB for WM2). Finally, a mixed acoustic treatment composed of both wire meshed WM1 and WM2, see figure 16, is compared to the reference configuration. Indeed, for the soft impedance boundary condition, WM2 alone is more interesting in the low frequency range, whereas WM1 remains efficient for higher frequencies. Combining the two resistive materials allows to improve as well the performances of WM1 in the low frequency domain as the higher frequency attenuation of WM2, see figure 17. has to be underlined. Although the noise reduction evaluation corresponding to a particular treatment configuration appears absolutely necessary, the main acoustic attenuation frequency range has to be accurately specified to select the most suited passive layer for the hybrid cells. For instance, in each frequency domain considered, for the soft impedance boundary condition, an optimal configuration can be determined:
• low frequency range until 1400 Hz: WM2,
• high frequency range beyond 1400 Hz: WM1,
• whole frequency range: combination of the two wire meshes WM1 and WM2.
Experimental validation on Matisse facility
A complete theoretical investigation of the optimal acoustic treatments for Matisse facility has been realized in preceeding sections. Measurements on the experimental test bench with and without flow are now carried out in order to verify the established results. Two different passive porous layers are tested at the Matisse duct walls: the two wire meshes WM1 and WM2 previously introduced. Both active and passive functioning of the hybrid cells are compared.
The Matisse test bench
A schematic representation of Matisse facility is shown on figure 18 . The acoustic primary source is placed on the upper wall of the duct downstream the silent flow generation system. The source emission considered for the further experiments is either a pure sine signal at fixed frequency for active functioning of the hybrid cells, and a step sine signal from 500 to 2500 Hz when passive measurements are realized. Five microphones are placed at the duct walls, see figure 18 , in order to deduce all the acoustic parameters necessary as well to characterize the Matisse duct termination as to evaluate the efficiency of the hybrid treatments:
• Microphones 1-2 or 3-4: anechoicity of the duct termination.
• Microphones 1-2-3 or 1-2-4: transmission loss calculations.
• Microphones 3-5: insertion loss calculations. The acoustic treatment area, situated on the upper wall of the duct downstream the source, is 280 mm long for conventional passive measurements and 220 mm long when the active cells are applied at the rear face of the porous layer (corresponding to four cells). The termination of the Matisse set up is anechoic: several measurements at different flow velocities until 50 m/s have been carried out to attest a low and negligible wave reflection coefficient. The pressure transfert function measurements are realized using a VXI interface and IDEAS software. Transmission and insertion losses are evaluated versus frequency under Matlab.
Experimental results
The two previously identified wire meshes, WM1 and WM2, have been applied at the front face of four hybrid cells. Three different configurations are compared in order to prove the performances of the hybrid functioning cells over a wide frequency range. Two passive measurements are carried out until 2500 Hz. In the first case, the thin porous layer is backed by a grid and a 17 mm deep honeycomb. The second passive situation considered consists in placing 9 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics a grid and the four cells behind the wire mesh, the active control being off: thus, the porous layer rear face boundary condition is a 10 mm thick air gap, corresponding to the cavity depth of the cells. Finally, one active measurement is achieved turning the control system on: the soft impedance boundary condition is realized through a feedback digital control algorithm minimizing the pressure at a control microphone placed at the wire mesh back face just behind the grid, see reference 5 for detailed description of the process. Figure 19 shows, for instance, the experimental transmission losses at 10 m/s, obtained for the three previously described configurations, whether WM2 is applied on the cells front face. The results reveal that until 1700 Hz, passive treatments are inefficient compared to active absorbers. At 700 Hz, the active attenuation in Matisse flow duct reaches 26 dB, while both passive liners afford very slight noise reductions. On the other hand, when frequency increases, beyond 1800 Hz, the passive honeycomb configuration becomes the most interesting. The main purpose of this study is the optimization of the hybrid cell passive part, in order to reach maximal noise reductions. Preceeding sections al- lowed not only to select the most suited porous layer over a wide frequency range, but also the associate boundary condition providing high attenuations: wire mesh WM2 backed by a weak pressure condition. The experimental transmission losses of the three configurations predicted on figure 16, WM1, WM2 and WM1-WM2, are plotted on figure 21 versus frequency, for soft impedance boundary condition and without flow. The results appear in very good agreement with the predicted behaviors of figure 17. The optimal hybrid treatment passive layer in the low frequency range is composed of WM2, whereas for higher frequencies WM1 provides better attenuation levels. Over the whole bandwidth, until 2500 Hz, the mixed layer seems to be the most sound absorbing solution.
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Conclusion
A detailed optimization procedure of an acoustic hybrid treatment passive part has been presented in this article. After having determined the targeted optimal impedance for our specific laboratory facility, the Matisse test bench, several ways have been envisaged to realize the desired resistance and reactance values, as well as a maximal corresponding sound attenuation. Results revealed that the best selected passive layer leading to highest noise reduction levels, when the treatment was placed at the duct wall, is the wire mesh WM2, which resistance is close to the third of the air characteristic impedance. The associate optimal rear face boundary condition is a pressure cancellation achieved by an active control system. Both flow and no flow cases have been considered during these theoretical study and also the further experimental works.
Insertion loss and transmission loss measurements have been carried out in the Matisse flow duct for different passive layer configurations. Obtained results were in good agreement with predictions, and moreover confirm the optimal performances of wire mesh WM2 backed by a soft impedance boundary condition. A promising solution to enlarge the treated frequency domain has also been proposed, by using a combination of two wire meshes being efficient over different frequency ranges. Finally, it can be noticed that high attenuation levels have been reached despite a relatively weak treated area.
Further experiments could be realized, especially concerning two opposite duct walls covered by the hybrid cells. Moreover, grazing flow impedance measurements should be carried out to verify whether in situ resistance and reactance are close enough to the targeted values.
